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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30 junior or
associate, with a $10 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
Lake Lyndon, on Michael Newlove's Mt electronically.
Lyndon trip. Photo: Chantal MacCarthy
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
New Members: Welcome to new members who have joined recently: Katharina Roessler,
Lorraine Johns, Scott Esser, Elisabeth Scheungrab, Fiona Mackenzie, Jenna Thornton,
Oleg Chernyshenko, Svitlana Amelina, Cara Simone Swit, Emma Rogers, Jacques
Gouws, Susan Gouws, Markus Milne, Travis Brydon, Rachael Crombie, and Mark
Beharrell. And welcome back to returning members Kelly Purdie and Onola Sutherland.
We hope you have many enjoyable days out tramping with us!
Annual General Meeting Wednesday 11 April: Yes folks it’s THAT time of year again,
when everyone runs for the Pass... but we’ve got it covered! Come along and see how the
year has gone, listen to your Committee members discuss what they’ve done, (or intended
to do) and get involved in general business. If you would like to know about any of the
Committee positions please ask the President or Club Captain - all positions are open for
nominations. We will be needing a Treasurer as Natasha has done the maximum of 4
years in the position. We rely on our members to keep the club running smoothly, but rest
assured you won’t automatically get a job by turning up! The AGM proceedings tend to be
speedy so there will still be plenty of time for club business and catch-up. The schedule for
the evening is as follows: doors open at 7.30 pm, club business will run from 7.50 pm to
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8.10 pm and the AGM Proceedings will start at 8.10 pm sharp. Refreshments as per usual.
Plenty of comfy seating, and parking at the rear of building. See you there!

Cara, Lorraine and Michael on Mt Cloudsley (2107m)

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. For a map go
to www.ctc.org.nz and click the Social Calendar link. A variety of social functions are
organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If you can give a
presentation or have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email
kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
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showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Steve Bruerton 322-6196 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please put tents inside
your pack. Tents attached to the outside of
your pack can be easily punctured when
bush bashing or even lost. This may result in
serious damage to your bank account!
Please air and dry tents after taking them on
a trip even if they are not used, and report
any damage to the gear custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Wednesday 28 March
Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter folding and Lightning talk: Tonight Bill Johnson
is talking about the Waitangi weekend CTC trip to climb Tapuae-o-Uenuku from the
Clarence River. Come along for a good view of this rocky ascent (and tent sites!).
General catch-up with refreshments as per usual.
Long Weekend 29 March-2 April
Departure point: TBC

Leader: Alan Ross 384-6425

South Huxley River over V notch pass and out Temple South
branch.: Grade moderate at a moderate pace. Leaving from Chch
Thursday evening- time and location yet to be determined. Will be
a mix of Camping and huts. The pass will be rough and off track.
This trip will be weather dependent (river crossings). We will have
a plan B. Limit 8 people The plan: Thursday 29th drive down
South and camp. Day 1 walk into Huxley Forks huts arrive midday.
In the afternoon go for a half day walk up the North branch for a
look. Overnight at the huts. Day 2 end up near the head of the
South Huxley. Day 3 cross the V notch pass (1,900m) into the
South temple. Day 4 walk out and drive home.
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Grade: Moderate
Closed: 22 Mar
Map:
BY14 BZ14
Approx: approx $50

Long Weekend 30 March-1 April
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895

Easter Tramp to Cameron Hut: With stunning views of the
Arrowsmith Range and the Mid-Canterbury Cameron Glacier, the
Cameron Hut is a great place to enjoy over Easter. Day one we
will tramp at an easy pace approx 5 hrs to the hut, set up our tents
(if the 9-bunk hut is full) then venture up to get a firsthand
experience of the Cameron Glacier. Day 2 we will climb up to The
Marquee which stands at an impressive 2300m high, with a
1200m height gain. Easier options can be available for those
wanting a more relaxed day. Day 3 we will tramp back to the car.
During the weekend we will enjoy an excessive amount of
chocolate Easter eggs, hot cross buns and great yarns. Contact
Barry 021668895 if you have any questions. Bring a helmet if you
have one.
Saturday 31 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closed: 22 Mar
Map:
BW18
Approx: $25 + Hut
Fees

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Storm: Mt Storm, 1254m is at the southern end of Lees Valley.
From the end of Snowdale Road, follow a farm track alongside the
Whistler River, then ascend one of the eastern ridges to the
summit. Great views over Lees Valley and Puketeraki Range.
Return trip will follow a spur next to Snowdale Stream, back to the
cars. Height gain 800m, round trip approx 12kms.
Wednesday 4 April

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 29 Mar
Map:
BW22
Approx: $20
Club Night

Nepal Part One - Annapurna Circuit: During December 2017 and January this year,
club members Bryce, Natasha, Antony, Alison, Richard and Susan spent 31 days trekking
in the Annapurna Region. This is the first of their talks on their trip. Tonight’s talk will
feature their trek on the Annapurna Circuit, from Besisahar to Gorepani via 5416-m
Thorung La.
Saturday 7 April
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Grey/Maukatere: This is one of the most accessible of the
bumps in the northern foothills and makes a popular
Easy/Moderate trip. We will start from the Grey River Picnic Area
and take the Mt Grey Track which climbs steadily through native
bush Before opening out onto tussock slopes leading to the top of
Mt Grey ( 934m ). Great views from the summit. Return to the
Lake Janet picnic area via the lookout. 600m height gain. The trip
will involve a car shuffle.
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Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 5 Apr
Map:
BW23
BV23
Approx: $20

Sunday 8 April
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Bell Tea series #5 Hamilton Peak: A great chance to have a
lunchtime cup of tea on top of the Graigeburn Range with
expansive views over the surrounding area. The trip will start at
Broken River access road before going up the Camp Hill track to
the long open ridge up to the lunch stop. If the club Graigeburn
Traverse Masochist team are still going on the Saturady 14th April
we will help them out by carting some spare water bottles up the
hill to cache for their use on the last leg of their trip. After lunch we
can either return back the way we came, descend via the Broken
River ski field or if people are feeling keen loop around to Mt Wall
and run the scree run back to the car. Back at the Sheffield pub
we can plot the details for a Bell Tea weekend based at the club
hut sometime in May

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 5 Apr
Map:
BW20
Approx: $20

Wednesday 11 April

Club Night

The CTC Annual General Meeting: Yes folks it’s THAT time of year again, when
everyone runs for the Pass... but we’ve got it covered! Come along and see how the year
has gone, listen to your Committee members discuss what they’ve done, (or intended to
do) and get involved in general business. If you would like to know about any of the
Committee positions please ask the President or Club Captain - all positions are open for
nominations. We will be needing a Treasurer as Natasha has done the maximum of 4
years in the position. We rely on our members to keep the club running smoothly, but rest
assured you won’t automatically get a job by turning up! The AGM proceedings tend to
be speedy so there will still be plenty of time for club business and catch-up. The
schedule for the evening is as follows: doors open at 7.30 pm, club business will run from
7.50 pm to 8.10 pm and the AGM Proceedings will start at 8.10 pm sharp. Refreshments
as per usual. Plenty of comfy seating, and parking at the rear of building. See you there!
Saturday 14 April
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Andrew Tromans 337-3925
atromans@gmail.com

Craigieburn Traverse: Knock off the entire Craigieburn range in a
day. 32.5km from Porter heights ski field access road to
Grassmere road with about 2800m accumulated height gain. We
start before dawn to do the initial climb before the heat of the day
hits, then we cruise along the ridge line summiting all the peaks on
the ridge. Bring plenty of water. Only masochists need apply.
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Grade: Hard
Closes: 12 Apr
Map:

BW21
BW20
Approx: $30

Saturday 14 April

Leader: Elizabeth Eadon 03 3764453
eadonelizabeth@gmail.com

Mon Sex Milia: This peak is 6000 ft high (hence the name: ’6000
bump’ translates - roughly - to ’mons sex millia’ in Latin) but for
those of you used to this new-fangled metric system you get a
rather-less-readily-translatable 1840 m. We will approach and
return from the west, keeping out of the bush as much as
possible, going past Garnet Peak. It’ll be a longish day tramping:
~9 hours, and around 1300 m height gain, with a little bush
bashing on the descent near the track. Torch and whistle are
must. There is NO water on this trip, so bring plenty. Early start, 7
am.
Saturday 14 April

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 12 Apr
Map:
BT23
Approx: $40

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Sudden Valley: A daytrip with some river crossings and the climb Grade: Easy/Mod
up to the upper valley. We may go to the Biv depending on how Closes: 12 Apr
people are feeling.
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30
Weekend 14-15 April
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

The Packhorse hut: A weekend tenting adventure A trip to the
historic and scenic hut on Banks Peninsula. For a change, we will
park at Port Levy saddle after coffee at Diamond Harbour and
walk in to Mount Herbert for lunch and views. After lunch we make
our way to the Packhorse hut. After we arrive at the hut we will
have a discussion from Barry Watson about tenting tips, so this
will be a great chance to learn new skills. Covering topics like
choosing the best site for your tent etc etc. We will then pitch our
tents and relax in the afternoon sun. In the morning we will pack
up and return to the cars via the same route we came in on. The
hut is fully booked for April Saturday nights so bring your tents for
this trip. Our journey will be about 4 hours each way. Please
contact the leader if you’re unsure about what gear you will need
to bring along.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 5 Apr
Map:
BX24
Approx: $10

Sunday 15 April

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Prebble Hill: Prebble Hill is a nice little bump to the north of the
Torlesse Range and in the middle of a limestone area. The trip will
start opposite the Castle Hill Scenic Reserve and follow a farm
track, then the true right of the Porter River. From there, follow the
escarpment up to the summit of Prebble Hill ( 902m ). Return trip
offers a great opportunity to explore all the Beautiful limestone
formations. Return trip around 10kms, 200m height gain.
Wednesday 18 April

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 12 Apr
Map:
BW21
Approx: $20

Club Night

Nepal Part Two - Annapurna Base Camp: Tonight’s talk is on trekking by Alison, Bryce,
Natasha and Susan to Annapurna Base Camp. At 8,091 m, Annapurna is the world’s
tenth highest mountain. Although the first peak over 8000 m to be climbed (by Maurice
Herzog in 1950) it is amongst the most technically difficult and dangerous to climb.
Saturday 21 April Meet 7 am at Z Papanui
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Nick Edwards
nickedwards@physics.org

Rakaia Spurs: The Spurs is a classic Canterbury trip, in the Lake
Coleridge area. The complete Spurs trip goes over three high
points (1985m, 1964m, 1902m), i.e., around 1300m height gain
plus a bit of up-and-down. Much of the ridge up is steep and there
is some scrambling on the knobby bits, especially around the tops.
Great fun for fit trampers with a bit of rocky-ridge experience. Note
the 7 am start.
Weekend 21-22 April

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 19 Apr
Map:
BW20
Approx: $35

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Black Hill Hut: Starting in Lees Valley at the Townsend Track it is
a easy walk up the river valley followed by a walk up a ridge
through the beech forest to the 6 bunk Black Hill Hut. Return is the
same way or there is the option of walking out past the Warfedale
Hut to add a bit more interest.
Saturday 28 April

Grade: Easy
Closes: 12 Apr
Map:
BW22
Approx: $15

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Redcliffe Stream: The trip will start on Double Hill Run Road
along the south bank of the Rakaia and follow a marked track up
the true right of Redcliffe Stream Through a scenic reserve. The
reserve contains a diverse range of native plants including a
dense stand of kowhai, uncommon in inland Canterbury. At the
head of the stream, we follow a farm track around the base of the
Mt Hutt Range and back out to the road. Round trip approx.
16kms, height gain 500m.
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Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 26 Apr
Map:
BW20
Approx: $20

Weekend 28-29 April

Leader: Elizabeth Eadon 03 3764453
eadonelizabeth@gmail.com

Hanmer base camp: Do a day walk, some mountain biking, visit Grade:
a hot pool. Might get a bach, a YHA room or just camp depending
on weather and interest. Share some stories some food and some
Various/soci
down time with your new tramping club buddies. Express interest
al
early.
Closes: 19 Apr
Map:
BU24 BU25
Approx: Contact
Leader
Saturday 5 May

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Peak Hill: The trip starts on Algidus Road and follows a well
graded track/poled route along a fence line, over a couple of
styles and up to a small saddle. From there, we continue up to the
summit at 1240m. Centrally located on the south western
shoreline of Lake Coleridge, Peak Hill offers unsurpassed views
over Lake Coleridge, Rakaia Valley, Southern Alps and Eastern
foothills. The summit slopes are also home to a wide variety of
alpine plants, protected in the Peak Hill Conservation Area. Height
gain 650m, return the same way.
Weekend 5-6 May
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy Mod
Closes: 3 May
Map:
BW20
Approx: $25

Leader: Eric Skea skea.eric@gmail.com

Pfeifer Biv Mt Pfeifer: A trip close to the road but with a real
back-country feel. You start at the Deception swing bridge on the
Highway 73, follow Paratu stream up to Waharoa Saddle before
climbing to the tops on a cut route. Then easy tussock tops are
followed to Pfeifer Biv which has good camping beside it. Day 2 is
a little harder, up and around Mt Pfeifer before descending the
long spur to Lake Kaurapataka. Some bush bashing required. The
track is then followed back to the road. A good trip with lots of
variety and great views.
Sunday 6 May

Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 26 Apr
Map:
BV20 BV21
BU20
Approx: $40

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Mt Haast near the Rahu Saddle: Climb up through the bush to Grade: Moderate the pyramid shaped peak of Mt Haast.
easy pace
Closes: 3 May
Map:
BT21
Approx: $35
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Multi day trip 11-19 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

YOU’RE INVITED: Tour du Mont Blanc Trek 2018 - A trip of a
lifetime: Nestled among arguably the most stunning alpine
scenery in Europe, the Tour du Mont Blanc trail is a must-do 9-11
day tramp that’s worthy of a high rank on your bucket list. Winding
through the picturque alps of Switzerland, France and Italy, this
170 km trek is an amazing experience you will never forget. If
tramping sometime next June - July with other CTC members
through unbelievable postcard views tickles your adventurous
juices, please send me a quick email to bazzaman7@gmail.com
and I’ll send you further information. Numbers are limited, so
please reply ASAP. Here’s a short video that will give you a taste
of what you could expect to experience on the Tour du Mont
Blanc, https://youtu.be/mIyAqOFBM70

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 31 May
Map:
BW18
Approx: $TBA

Trip Reports
13-14 March 2018

Nina river - Boscawen - Rough Creek
Our Friday night departure and a stop at the Culverden hotel had us outside the
Deerstalkers lodge by mid evening and we pitched our tents and slept to the sound of
trailers rumbling along the highway. We rose early and started walking up the Nina valley.
The walk through the forest was very pleasant and we had morning tea at Nina Hut and
lunch at Upper Nina Biv. At this point we left the track and started making our own way up
river to the upper reaches of the Nina valley. It was pretty easy going as we alternated
between travelling up the river boulders and walking up the river terrace just inside the
bush. We climbed out of the valley via the creek draining into the Nina due east of the
saddle in the ridge just north of Mt Boscawen. The hut book in Upper Nina biv had given
us some useful advice to walk 100 meters past the slip on the true right and climb the next
creek on the same side. Although the creek looks like it may form a gorge higher up
according to the map, it is in fact perfectly easy to negotiate. We pause briefly in the upper
basin before grinding our way up through tussock to the saddle.
The persistent grey cloud was slowly beginning to melt away and the sun was shining
through, creating a very beautiful scene as we looked down into the head of the Blue Grey
river and across to Robinson saddle. Mt Boscawen is about 300 meters higher than us on
the left but unfortunately we don’t have time to climb it. It’s taken us ten hours to reach this
point and we still have a way to go to Lake Christabel hut. First we climbed slightly and
then traversed the scree slope on the north-west side of Mt Boscawen. All three of us took
turns falling on our backsides as we tried to cross the horrible, unstable, blocky scree but
eventually we reached the opposite ridge and the easy ground down to Robinson saddle.
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Upper Nina Biv
We picked up the poled route and travelled down through the scrub as the light slowly
started to fade. We made it to the bush and the marked track before we needed to use our
headlamps. The track is not difficult to follow but I think we were all beginning to tire and it
became a slog to the hut. We arrived after a fifteen hour day to find the hut occupied by a
family group of hunters and fishers. I was out like a light that night.
We headed off early next morning. Before leaving we formulated a plan with the other
occupants of the hut and we took the family’s car keys so we could move their car from
Rough Creek carpark. The east tributary of the Blue Grey River bends around to the north
and, as it turns, the track climbs over a series of bluffs. It was quite dispiriting after the
previous day’s efforts but after a while it settled down and the track became very pleasant
as it sidled its way through the forest to the bush line.
Honora was by far the most nimble of our party and she carried on ahead to move the car
while Frank and I were left to travel across the tops at a steady pace. It was a beautiful day
walking in the sunshine while enjoying the mountain scenery. In due course we reached
the top of Rough creek and were met with more views across the rest of Lewis pass.
We had a brief lunch at the bush line before re-entering the beech forest down the kneeshattering steep Rough creek track. Eventually we reached the road and could rest in the
shade at the car park. A moment later Honora arrived. She had picked up the family from
Palmer road and was now hitching a lift with them back to the Deerstalkers lodge where
she could pick up our car. Very soon we were on our way back to Christchurch at a very
reasonable hour. Another stop at Culverden Hotel rounded out the weekend.
This trip is probably best done as a moderate three day weekender. The terrain is not
difficult and it visits some very nice country which doesn’t seem to be visited as often as it
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should. It’s well worth the effort.
Frank King, Honora Renwick, Andrew Tromans
3-4 March 2018

Hamilton Hut
A weekend trip to Hamilton hut, with a really great group of people, Jo, Emma, Barry, Zack,
Anthony, Jacqui. After having ups and downs trying to get enough cars and drivers, a good
walk in and a big group at Hamilton hut, 14 in all for a Saturday night. Some really nice
people too, including 2 English guys walking the TA as part of their lifelong friendship.
Saturday night included trying to solve Jacqui’s cryptic crossword, trying to decide why the
leaders earring had reappeared on his body and a game of hearts which I lost by 1 point
point from Anthony.

The crew in a serious mood
Sunday dawning brightly and after a nice breakfast we took off for the trip back to the cars.
After a stop for formal photos at the swing bridge we headed downstream, did many river
crossings and got to the cars safely. Aftermatch at Hororata cafe included chips, coffee,
fudge and a milkshake. Much hilarity and great weather made this a special weekend.
Photos by Emma Rogers and Michael Hammond who also wrote this report.
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with Karen Tait, 027 545 7404, or Jonathan Carr, 022 034 4608.
Then try the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact can be made then the
Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on www.ctc.org.nz. Members
(particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved ones so they
are aware of this procedure.
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125

Vice President: Shaun Wong

021 234 6847

Secretary:

David Selway

021 135 4656

Treasurer:

Natasha
Sydorenko

0223140684

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

Day Trip
Organiser:

Noel Walker

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Andrew Tromans 337-3925

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03 3764453

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125

New Members
Joshua Johnson
Rep:

0278865868

Day Trip
Organiser:

Elizabeth Eadon

027 952 2315

Day Trip
Organiser:

Shaun Wong

021 234 6847

Editor:

Eric Skea

021 0247 5473

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton

322-6196

IT Convenor:

0273656751

Nick Edwards

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 19 April 2018 – Thanks.
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